Sprite coding, which can increase the coding efficiency of backgrounds greatly, is a novel technology adopted in MPEG-4 object-based coding. Due to the geometric transformation applied to each nonreference frame in the procedure of sprite coding, the generated sprite is distorted and the available view angles relative to the reference frame are restricted. These problems can be resolved by using multiple sprites. An optimal multisprite generator has been proposed by Farin et al., but the optimal method requires high computation in the sprite coding cost. To treat this disadvantage, a fast multisprite partition algorithm is proposed in this paper based on frame translations and scalings. The proposed algorithm divides a video sequence into several subsequences, and a sprite is generated from each subsequence. The experimental results show that the executing speed of the proposed method is increased by 10 to 190 times than the optimal method, with the total size of generated sprites is slightly higher and the qualities of generated sprites are preserved.
Introduction

MPEG-4
4 had adopted a novel technique to code a series of backgrounds belonging to a scene into a single panoramic image, which is often denoted as a "sprite". The constructed sprite and some specified parameters are transmitted to the receiver, and then a decoder can reconstruct the series of backgrounds by the transmitted information. Since the sprite is transmitted only once, this technique can achieve very low bit-rate with good quality. Aside from the high coding efficiency of sprite coding, the generated sprite is also useful for segmenting moving objects. 3 The extracted moving objects and the sprite itself can be used in video summarization. 6 A sprite is constructed in the encoder by a sequence of complex algorithms called a "sprite generator". Many sprite generators 7, 8, [10] [11] [12] have been proposed, most of them are based on a framework provided by MPEG-4 VM. 5 In the framework shown in Fig. 1 , a sprite generator consists of three parts: a global motion estimator, a frame warper and a sprite blender. The global motion estimator estimates the camera motion of each input frame relative to the camera view of a selected reference frame, and the camera motion is represented by parameters of a certain geometric model. These parameters are known as global motion parameters (GMP) and will be sent to the receiver along with the generated sprite. Then each input frame is geometrically transformed (also called warped) to the reference coordinate system of the sprite that is also the coordinate system of the selected reference frame to eliminate the effect of the camera motion. Each warped frame is then blended into the sprite sequentially by the sprite blender.
The performance of a sprite generator is limited to the perspective motion model applied in the MPEG-4 VM's framework. 2 The perspective model projects each frame of a video sequence into a planar reference coordinate system, which is the coordinate system of the reference frame, as shown in Fig. 2 . The focal length of the camera is f and the reference imaging coordinate system for a sprite is assumed to be the first frame that is denoted as frame A in Fig. 2 . All the following frames must be projected to this reference system by geometric transformation. As the camera rotates, transformed frames are geometrically distorted, this phenomenon can be frame A transformed frame B on sprite frame C f sprite coordinate system camera frame B camera rotation found between frame B and transformed frame B. If camera rotation continues, from Fig. 2 , we can see that frame C cannot be projected to the reference system. Figure 3 shows a geometric distorted frame. Frame A shown in Fig. 3(a) is employed as the reference frame of the sprite coordinate system. Figure 3 (b) shows a frame B, and the transformed frame B relative to frame A is shown in Fig. 3(c) .
Theoretically, the perspective model employed in MPEG-4 VM can cover 180
• of view. However, the useable viewing angle is much smaller in practice, since the geometric distortion increases rapidly as the camera rotates away from the reference frame. Frames away from the reference frame are forced to be recorded by extremely large resolution, but this resolution is useless because the sprite must be scaled down to display by the decoder. In order to overcome the resolution-increasing effect, Massey and Bender proposed to use the middle frame of a video sequence as the reference frame. 9 The generated sprite will be much symmetric and the boundary area of the generated sprite becomes much smaller if the background of the frames in the video sequence pans toward only one direction. On the other hand, this method only slows down the increasing effect of the sprite size, but the range of view angle is not extended. Apart from the geometric distortion, the effect of camera zoom-in and zoomout will highly affect the generated sprite and the reconstructed frames.
2 Figure 4 illustrates how camera zoom-in operation affects generated sprite and reconstructed frame. Since the reference coordinate system is based on the reference frame, the zoomed-in frame has to be scaled down in order to be merged into the sprite. Details of the zoomed-in frame are lost forever during the down-sampling and the reconstructed frame is degraded. In contrast to the camera zoom-in, the camera zoom-out operation makes the generated sprite looks blur after the zoomed-out frame is blended into the sprite. As Fig. 5 shows, the zoomed-out frame has to be up-sampled before blending into the sprite, this will make the blended sprite zoomed-in frame reconstructed zoomed-in frame reference frame down-sampling up-sampling 
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blurred. Furthermore, the up-sampled frame will occupy a very large area in the sprite, this causes the area of the generated sprite to be expanded rapidly.
In order to solve the above-mentioned problems, a technique using multiple sprites was proposed by Farin et al. 2 In their work, the background of a scene is stored by multiple sprites. In order to fit the MPEG-4 standard, a video sequence is divided into several subsequences, and sprites of all subsequences are generated independently. Figure 6 shows the geometric distortions using two sprites. In contrast to the geometric distortion using only one sprite shown in Fig. 2 , the geometric distortion of frame B in sprite #2 becomes smaller. Furthermore, frame C, which is unable to be projected into sprite #1 can be projected into sprite #2 now. Full 360
• of camera view may be covered if more sprites are used. Note that any single sprite must not cover 90
• or more of camera rotation over any direction to prevent an effect called "degeneration". Farin et al. 2 have shown that using multiple sprites not only benefits the wider range of camera view angles but also reduces storage for the generated sprites. This means that storage required for multiple sprites is smaller than that for only one sprite.
As mentioned above, before generating multiple sprites, a video sequence must be divided into several subsequences. Each frame in the video sequence can be a partition position from which the video sequence is divided into subsequences. Thus, a partition algorithm is needed. For a video sequence with N frames, there will be 2 N −1 combinations of partitions. Not only the partition position but also the reference frame of each subsequence must be selected by the partition algorithm. The selection of reference frames greatly affects the size of generation sprites. Each frame in a subsequence can be selected as the reference frame of the subsequence. If the sequence is divided into K subsequences, each subsequence has M i frames, where i is the index of a subsequence. There will be function representing the total area of all generated sprites was defined, and a smart exhaustive search through the entire partition positions and reference frame possibilities was proposed. Since the partition algorithm is an exhaustive search, it finds the optimal solution. However, it is very time-consuming.
In our paper, a fast multiple sprite partition method will be proposed. The proposed method reduces the searching time for finding an applicable partition for multiple sprite generation, and the memory required during the searching is also decreased in contrast to the optimal partition method. Experimental results show that the coding cost of the generated sprites using the proposed method is near-optimum, i.e. only slightly higher than that in the optimal method.
The proposed method consists of two algorithms: video partition algorithm and a reference frame selection algorithm. The video partition algorithm is developed based on the characteristics of frame translations and scaling. The frame translation, which is caused by camera motion and also denoted as global translation, represents the movement of the background of a frame in the x-and y-directions relative to a reference frame. The global translations across frames are accumulated to represent the estimated position of a frame projected in a sprite. Since the geometric distortion depends on the accumulated global translation relative to the reference frame, the accumulated global translation provides a good measurement on the distortion. The effect of frame scaling caused by camera zoom-in or zoom-out can be employed in a similar way.
The reference frame selection algorithm is developed based on the idea of Messey and Bender's work. 9 In their work, the middle frame of a video sequence is suggested as the reference frame, since its background has higher possibility to be located at the center of a generated sprite. The proposed algorithm extends this idea by taking the frame with its background most likely being at the center of the corresponding sprite as the reference frame.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 describes the Farin et al.'s optimal partition method. In Sec. 3, the effect of frame translations and scalings are carefully analyzed and appropriate partition points and reference frames are explained. The proposed fast multisprite algorithm is presented in Sec. 4. Section 5 shows the experimental results and comparisons with the optimal method. Comparison of time and space complexity are made in Sec. 6. Conclusions are presented in Sec. 7.
Farin et al.'s Optimal Partition Algorithm
In order to find the optimal partition of a video sequence, an evaluation of partition results must be selected. In order to reduce the computational complexity, the area of the bounding box around a sprite is chosen to be the evaluation cost function in Farin et al.'s work. Their optimal partition algorithm is divided into two steps. The first step computes the minimal costs for coding sprites of all possible subsequences and finds the optimal reference frames of every possible subsequence. The second step decides the optimal partition positions which minimize the coding costs computed in the first step. In the following, we will give a brief review for their optimal partition algorithm.
Coding costs computing and reference frames finding
A coding cost matrix holding the coding costs of all possible combinations of subsequences are computed in this step. For a subsequence beginning at frame i and ending at frame k, a sprite S (
The minimized coding cost of this subsequence, S i;k = min r S r i;k , is also kept. The optimal reference frames for every possible subsequence are found and stored in upper triangular matrixes indexed by i and k.
Optimal partitioning
In order to obtain the optimal partition, not only the starting frame (partition position) of each subsequence but also the number of subsequences must be decided. If the video is partitioned into n subsequences, n − 1 starting frames need to be decided since the first subsequence always starts at frame 1. For a video with N frames, a partition for the video can be represented by
where p i is the starting frame of subsequence i + 1. The sprite coding cost of a video sequence using a partition P is the summation of sprite coding costs of all partitioned subsequences, and the optimal partition P * is selected as
The minimization problem is solved efficiently. If the video contains only the first frame, there is only one possible partition P = {(1, 1)} and the optimal sprite coding cost of the video is S 1;1 which is denoted as c 1 . If the video contains more than one frame, the remaining frames are then added one by one. When adding frame k, the optimal sprite coding cost c k for the sequence ending at frame k can be calculated as c k = min i∈ [1,k] 
where c 0 is set to zero. The frame p k is the best partition point to obtain the minimal cost for each frame k.
After calculating c N which is the minimal sprite coding cost for the entire sequence, the optimal partition can be obtained by back tracking the stored p-values from p N . That is, the entire sequence is best partitioned at frame p N to form two subsequences (1, p N − 1) and (p N , N). The former subsequence is further divided at p (pN −1) , which is the best partition point of subsequence (1, p N − 1), and so on.
Proposed Candidate Partition Points Selection and Reference Frames Finding Methods
Farin et al.'s method achieved optimal partition result with high computational complexity, even if their efficient algorithm is applied. If we can reduce the possible combinations of subsequences and reference frames, the computational complexity will be reduced. In the following sections, we will first analyze the accumulated translations and scalings. Based on the accumulated translations and scaling, some candidate partition points and reference frames are then located first. Finally, a method is provided to get a near-optimal partition with similar bitrate to Farins'.
Analysis of accumulated translation
As mentioned previously, the geometric projection distortion comes from the camera motion, which is illustrated in Fig. 2 
. Farin et al.'s experiments
2 also show that the sprite area grows exponentially as camera panning angle increases. Thus the selecting of partition frames must be highly related to the effect of camera panning. In order to capture the effect of camera panning, the global translations between video frames are calculated and analyzed. The global translation between two frames is a measurement of background displacement. Let frames i and j be the two frames to be measured and p = (x, y) be a pixel in frame j, the displacement of p relative to frame i is defined as
where T ji is the geometric transformation applied in the frame warping which converts locations of pixels from the coordinate of frame j to frame i. Due to the effect of geometric transformation, the displacements of all pixels in frame j are
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not consistent. In order to get a fast estimation of the frame displacement, the average of four corner displacements is used, that is,
where LT, RT, LB, and RB are the left-top, right-top, left bottom and right bottom pixel of frame j. The t ji is considered as the global translation between frames i and j. The global translations of sequence "stefan" are illustrated in Fig. 7(a) . The first frame is set to be the reference frame. The calculated translations of frames show their background displacements relative to the reference frame. A positive translation in the x-axis represents a frame displacement in the right direction, i.e. the frame is warped to the right side of the reference frame. A negative translation in the x-axis denotes a displacement in the left direction, and the y-axis translations can be denoted similarly. In Fig. 7(a) , one can see that the view of background moves toward the right direction in the first 30 frames. Then it moves left and crosses the first frame in the next 90 frames. And then it moves toward the right again until frame #205, finally it moves toward the left in the rest of frames.
The figure also shows that the view of background moves toward the left quickly after frame #260. The magnitudes of global translations increase quickly from 100 to over 10,000 pixels. Actually, the magnitudes can be million pixels in short frames and tend to be infinity when a frame is unable to be projected into the first frame. The huge difference of magnitudes between frames is the result of huge geometric distortions when projecting a frame into the first frame with a view angle far away from the projecting frame. The huge difference makes it difficult to analyze the effect of camera translations from the global translations. In order to analyze the camera translations efficiently, accumulated translation is proposed. The accumulated translations are calculated from the local translations, which represent the translation from one frame to its adjacent previous frame and can be denoted as t j(j−1) in Eq. (6). Since local translations are less geometricdistorted than the global translations, they can be combined into an accumulated translation, a ji , to represent a less-distorted global translation between frames j and i, that is,
Note that a ji can be computed by a recursive procedure:
where a ii is defined to be (0, 0). The accumulated translations for sequence "stefan" are illustrated in Fig. 7(b) . In contrast to global translation, magnitudes of accumulated translations are limited into a reasonable range. The details of camera movements are still preserved, and the translations of all frames can be calculated, even for those frames that cannot be projected into the first frame.
Accumulated translation based feasible partition point finding method
One of the goals of a multisprite partition algorithm is to find some partition points to split the video sequence into several subsequences. Since the geometric distortions are the major issue of using multiple sprites, camera motion must be considered first. The following paragraph demonstrates the finding of feasible partition points, FPX, based on accumulated translations in the x-axis direction. In a similar way, we can also find the feasible partition points, FPY, based on accumulated translation in y-axis direction. Figure 8 shows the x-axis accumulated translations which have been shown in Fig. 7(b) . The camera pans to the right from the first frame to frame 29, then pans to the left until frame 107. When the camera begins the left-panning, the backgrounds of frames from 29 to 69 go back through an area that has been recorded into the current sprite. Since the background area already exists in the sprite, merging these frames into the sprite will not expand the sprite area. Thus, frames from 29 to 69 must not be selected as candidate partition points, and frames 70 to 107 are considered as candidate partition points. Now, the camera pans to the right from frame 107 to 204, and backgrounds of frames from 107 to 183 have been recorded, thus they will not be considered as candidate partition points. For similar reasons, frames 204 to 244 are not considered as candidate partition points, and frames after 245 are considered as candidates. The candidates of partition points are illustrated by thick lines in Fig. 8 . The candidates of partition points can be grouped into several pieces, and each piece covers a small range of view angles. Since the covered view angle range in a piece is small, frames in the same piece should be merged into a sprite. The first frame in each piece is considered as a feasible partition point. If the candidates are grouped into K pieces, there will be (K − 1) feasible partition points, this will produce 2 K−1 combination of possible partitions. In Fig. 8 , feasible partition points are frames 70, 183 and 245. Comparing with Farin et al.'s result, which has an optimum partition point at frame 242, we have a feasible partition point at frame 245 which is very close to frame 242.
The above finding method is applied to both x-and y-axis directions, and two sets of feasible partition points (x-and y-axes) are found. The final feasible partition points are the union of the x-and y-axis partition points (FPX and FPY). Experimental result of a testing sequence based on accumulated translations in both directions is given in Sec. 5.
The proposed scaling factor based feasible partition point finding method
Using an accumulated translation exploits the effect of camera panning to partition a sequence. Therefore, if a sequence does not have camera panning, it will not be partitioned. Figure 9 shows the accumulated translations of sequence "tabletennis" from frame #1 to #131. The frames of the sequence are continually zoomed out with no camera panning. One can see that the values of accumulated translations fall into a very narrow range, that is, from +4 to −6. In this case, the accumulated translations are useless, and the effect of scaling must be considered. The effect of scaling between two geometric transformed frames can be directly measured by the ratio of width or height of the transformed frames. However, due to the effect of geometric transformation, the width ratio and height ratio of two frames are not consistent. Instead of width or height ratio, ratio of area of two frames is chosen in this paper. Area is the product of width and height, and area ratio will combine both the effect of width and height ratios. This makes area ratio more robust than width or height ratio.
An ordinary geometric transformed frame is illustrated in Fig. 10 . The four corners of the transformed frame are A, B, C and D and the corresponding coordinates are denoted as (x P , y P ), where P ∈ {A, B, C, D}. A fast approximation of the transformed frame area is to calculate the area of its bounding box, which is illustrated in a dash-lined rectangle in Fig. 10 . However, one can see that the transformed frame is completely inside its bounding box. This makes the approximated transformed frame area oversized. For the purpose of making a better approximation, the bounding box is revised by correcting the boundaries of the bounding box as follows:
The revised bounding box is shown by the solid-lined rectangle in Fig. 10 . Clearly, the revised bounding box is closer to the actual area. Now the approximated area of the transformed frame j with frame i as a reference frame can be calculated by
After obtaining the areas of the transformed frames, the scaling factor of the transformed frame j versus the transformed frame i is defined as
Since area is the product of width and height, a square root is applied to make the scaling factor linear. Similar to the computation of accumulated translations, the accumulated local scaling factors are employed to increase the robustness of scaling factor. The accumulated scaling factor of the transformed frame j versus the transformed frame i is defined as
where as ii is defined to be one. The accumulated scaling factors of the sequence "tabletennis" are illustrated in Fig. 11 . As mentioned previously, the quality degradation of a reconstructed frame is higher as the scaling between the frame and its reference frame increases. Therefore, the accumulated scaling of frames in a single sprite should be limited. This can be Fig. 11 . Accumulated scaling factors of "tabletennis".
done by limiting the ratio of the maximum and minimum accumulated scaling factors of frames in a sprite generated from frame k to h. That is,
where t is a threshold. According to Eq. (13), we process frames in a video sequence sequentially. When Eq. (13) is not satisfied at a certain frame h, frame h is considered as a feasible partition point. We keep processing the remaining frames with frame h as the starting frame to find all feasible partition points based on Eq. (13). In our experiment, the threshold t is set to 1.8. The fixed threshold t in Eq. (13) has a disadvantage: the scaling ratio of the last partition will be smaller than that of the other ones. In the other words, the last partition covers less scaling range than others. This can be solved by applying an adjusted threshold
where L is the number of feasible partition points found based on Eq. (13) and threshold t, and N is the number of frames in the video sequence. The feasible partition points, FPS, based on the accumulated scaling factors are searched again by recalculating Eq. (13) with the adjusted threshold t . Figure 11 shows the feasible partition points found based on the accumulated scaling factors. The selected feasible partition points of sequence "tabletennis" are frames #51 and #78, which are marked by squares in Fig. 11 . The optimal partition method 2 splits the sequence in frames #50 and #76, which are marked by triangles in Fig. 11. 
The proposed reference frame finding method
The second goal of a multisprite partition algorithm is to find a good reference frame for each partitioned subsequence. In order to cover a larger view angle from both directions of panning, the frame with its view at the center of the view in the subsequence would be a good reference frame. Massey and Bender [11] suggested using the middle frame in a sequence as the reference frame, but the middle frame is not always at the center of view in a sequence. Here, we provide a method to get the reference frame with view near the center.
When a subsequence is partitioned, its maximum and minimum values of x-axis accumulated translations can be found. The maximum value represents the right view boundary, and the minimum value represents the left view boundary. The mean of the maximum and the minimum values will represent the view center, and the frame with accumulated translation closest to the mean value is selected as the reference frame.
The Complete Algorithm
The proposed multisprite partition algorithm is based on the methods described in Sec. 3. First, the accumulated translations and accumulated scaling factors are calculated and the feasible partition points based on accumulated translations and accumulated scaling factors are found separately. Then all feasible partition points based on translation and scaling are considered as candidate partition points. After finding the candidate partition points, the reference frames of all possible partitions are found. Based on these candidate partition points and reference frames, the second step of Farin et al. ' s method is applied to obtain the final result.
Candidate partition points and reference frames finding
Let (X, Y ) be the size of frame i and T i(i−1) be the geometric transformation converting locations of pixels from the coordinates of frame i to i − 1. Let (1, 1), (1, Y ), (X, 1), (X, Y ) be its four corners. Using Eqs. (5) and (6), we can obtain the local translation t i(i−1) . Based on the local translation, we can get the accumulated translations using Eqs. (7)- (8). Meanwhile, the locations of transformed corners in each transformed frame are used to find the revised bounding box via Eq. (9). The approximated area and accumulated scaling factors are calculated by applying Eqs. (10)- (12) . Then three sets of feasible partition points (FPX, FPY, FPS) are found by the method described in Secs. 3.2 and 3.3. And the candidate partition points is set to be the union of these three sets of feasible partition points.
After obtaining the candidate partition points, the reference frames of all subsequences in all possible partitions are found using the method described in Sec. 3.4.
Reference frame validation
Although the reference frames are obtained in the previous section, the selected reference frame may be 1-3 frames away from the reference frame found by Farin et al. Since the size of a generated sprite is heavily affected by its reference frame, to get a more accurate reference frame, the neighboring frames of the selected reference frame are checked. If any of them achieves better result than the selected reference frame, the reference frame will be replaced by it.
Here, two methods using different validations for sprite area are proposed to find better reference frames. The first method is called normal validation. The bounding box of the corresponding sprite using each neighboring frame is calculated. Then the neighboring frame resulting in a minimal size of bounding box is selected as the validated reference frame. Since every frame in the current subsequence must be geometrically transformed toward each neighboring frame, this validation step achieves better performance with higher computational complexity.
The second method called fast validation tries to take a shortcut. Four boundary frames in the current subsequence are selected according to their accumulated translations: the frames with maximum and minimum values of x-axis translation, and the frames with maximum and minimum values of y-axis translation. For each neighboring frame, only these four boundary frames are geometric transformed toward the neighboring frame. Then a bounding box covering these four transformed frames is found. The neighboring frame resulting in the corresponding bounding box with minimum area is taken as the validated reference frame.
Sequence partition
In order to find the proper partition points, the optimal partition algorithm 2 described in Sec. 2.2 is applied. The algorithm is originally developed to find the optimal partition from a coding-cost matrix made up by costs of all combinations of possible subsequences. In our method, the sequence is partitioned only in the candidate partition points found in Sec. 4.1. Therefore, a much smaller coding-cost matrix can be made up.
Assume An upper triangle coding-cost matrix C with size (M + 2) × (M + 2) can be made by assigning
where i and j are indices of two elements in V . The matrix C is applied to Eq. (3) as the sprite coding-cost matrix S i;k . Then based on Eqs. (3) and (4), the partition of sequence can be found using the method described in Sec. 2.2.
Experimental Results
Identical global motion parameters of testing sequences should be used in all competitive methods to show the performance. However, the estimated global motion parameters will be different according to various estimation methods, different feature points and initial guesses used in the gradient descent algorithm. Since it is impossible to acquire the same estimated global motion parameters as those in Farins' paper, we choose to implement their optimal method. The global motion parameters are generated in advance by using our previous work on a high visual quality sprite generator, 7 and the same parameters are used in both the proposed and the optimal methods. The testing platform is an IBM laptop with mobile PentiumIII 800 MHz CPU and 640 MB of RAM. Both methods are implemented and simulated by Matlab. The results of using a single sprite are also included as a comparison. Tables 1 and 2 show the results of sequence "stefan" using perspective and affine motion model respectively. Table 3 shows the results of sequence "tabletennis" in perspective model. Note that the experimental results of the optimal method are different from the results described in their paper 2 because the global motion parameters of sequences are not the same. In all tables, we can see that Farins' optimal method achieves excellent performance. The total sprite sizes of all sequences by the optimal method are superior to the sizes of using a single sprite. The performance of using multiple sprites is obvious. Results also show that using affine motion model slightly reduces execution time because the affine transformation is a bit faster than perspective transformation, but the execution time of the optimal method is still very slow.
The results of the proposed method with normal validation and fast validation are also listed in tables. The proposed method divides the sequence "stefan" into partitions at frame 245 and divides the sequence "tabletennis" into three partitions at frames 52 and 78. The partition points of the proposed method are very close to the partition points of using the optimal method, which is frame 243 in "stefan" and frames 50 and 76 in "tabletennis".
The total sprite sizes using the proposed method are only slightly higher than those using the optimal method, but the executing time of the proposed method are greatly reduced. The total sprite sizes of two testing sequences using the proposed method with normal validation are 777,160 and 190,150 pixels respectively, which are only 1.41% and 6.97% higher than total sprite sizes of using the optimal method. The executing times are reduced from 780 seconds to 44 seconds, and 95 seconds to 9.3 seconds. The execution speed is increased over ten times. If the fast validation method is applied, the executing times can be further decreased to 4.1 s and 2.7 s, which is 35-190 times faster than that of the optimal method. In contrast to the reduction of executing time, the total sprite size of using fast validation method is not increased much.
The generated sprites of sequence "stefan" by the optimal method and the proposed methods are shown in Fig. 12 respectively. We can see that the generated sprites are perceptually similar, excepting for the dimensions of sprites. The effects of geometric distortions are lightened and the qualities of generated sprites are preserved. The generated sprites of sequence "tabletennis" by different methods are shown in Fig. 13 .
The experimental results of sequence "building" are listed in Table 4 . The sequence consists of wide camera movements in y-axis direction and continuous panning in x-axis direction. From Table 4 , one can see that the proposed method works well. Figure 14 shows the generated sprites of the sequence. 
Complexity Analysis
Complexity can be discussed in two different ways: time and space. Both complexities of the proposed and optimal methods are discussed. The complexity of Farins' optimal method is divided into two parts: the building of coding cost matrix described in Sec. 2.1, and the optimal partition algorithm described in Sec. 2.2. While building the cost matrix, the coding cost of all subsequences beginning at frame i and ending at frame k with reference frame r must be computed. Suppose that the sequence has N frames, the time and space complexity of building a cost matrix will be N 3 . However, a method was developed to reduce the space required for N 2 . The optimal partition algorithm using Eq. (4) to find the best partition frame-by-frame takes N 2 time. The proposed method calculates the accumulated translation and scaling first, and both of them take linear time. The finding of candidate partition points also requires linear time because it only observes the changes of accumulated translation and scaling once. Let M be the number of candidate partition points found in Sec. 4.1, finding reference frame for all possible subsequences takes M 2 × N time. Finally, the Farins' optimal partition is applied. Since only M candidate partition points are involved, it takes only M 2 time. The accumulated translations and scalings must be held in memory and the coding-cost matrix must be generated. These will need 2N + M 2 space. Table 5 Since M is usually very small in contrast to N in practice, for example, M = 6 and N = 300 in the sequence "stefan", this makes the complexity of the proposed method better than the optimal method.
Conclusions
An efficient and fast method for generating multiple sprites is proposed. In contrast to the conventional sprite generating method that uses a single sprite, using multiple sprites reduces the storage space of sprites. Conventional multiple sprite generation method uses an exhaustive search to find the optimal subsequence partition and optimal reference frame of each partition. However, the exhaustive search costs a lot of time. The proposed method consists of a subsequence partition algorithm and a fast reference frame selection algorithm, which are developed based on the frame accumulated translations and scalings. By using the proposed methods, a video sequence can be partitioned and reference frame can be selected in a very short time. In order to increase the performance of the selected reference frames, two reference frame validation methods are also proposed. The proposed validation methods searches frames close to the result of the fast reference frame selection method and checks if better reference frame exists. The experimental results also show that the proposed method greatly increases the executing speed from 10 to 190 times in contrast to the Farins' optimal method, the total sprite size is slightly higher and the qualities of generated sprites are preserved.
